
Welcome 
29.11.2022 

Yasmine Amhis 



My daughter’s Xylophone or an artist view of LHCb up to you. 

Welcome to LHCb ! 
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Who is the Physics Coordination? 

Yasmine Amhis  
(PC) 

based at CERN

Carla Gobel  
(Deputy PC) 
based in Rio

Picture taken @ LHCb week  in Dortmund

When you can hear/see us:  
Talk at every Tuesday meeting.  
We chair all the approvals.  
We work very closely with the conveners.  
We send a LOT of email

Given the time zone difference there 
 is almost always one of us who is awake: 

lhcb-physics-coordination@cern.ch
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Do I need to convince you why flavour physics is great ? 



The strength of flavour 
physics and indirect searches 
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One upon a time there  
was a roadmap

This defined the “core” program of LHCb 
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One upon a time there  
was a roadmap

+ other things that I probably forgot
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What did we first publish ?



But not just the obvious

All the information is here : https://lhcbproject.web.cern.ch/Publications/LHCbProjectPublic/Summary_all.html



Fast forward  
to the future 

A whole new physics programme opened up !  
A field which is close to nuclear physics,  

fluid mechanics and astrophysics 

Big fan of the IFT group  
except for the definition of centrality 
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Let’s say you want to go one step deeper?

32 pages ! 



CP violation 

Origin of CP violation 
 in the SM 

Parametrisation
Build Unitarity triangle 

Goal: constrain sides and angles. 

1995

2009



https://cds.cern.ch/record/2838029/files/LHCb-CONF-2022-002.pdf
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Bs mixing 



We expect a new result from LHCb in the next few weeks/months ! 
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Things don’t always go according to plan 

What I thought the cool plot of my PhD would look like 

But there was competition in the world  [CDF in this case] ! 

What I ended up being a plot I was proud of 16



And charm mixes too ! 

Stolen slides from Guillaume
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Multiscale  
problem

EFT
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Really great summary ! 

B→K*μμ  
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Bobeth et al. PR
L  112 101801
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<latexit sha1_base64="zzJZfmLKKourRxwuTz/JRZ4JNSg=">AAACB3icbVDNS8MwHE3n15xfVY+CBIcgiKOVgXob8+JxgvuAtStplm1haVqTVBilNy/+K148KOLVf8Gb/43p1oNuPgh5vPf7kbznR4xKZVnfRmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t4xd/daMowFJk0cslB0fCQJo5w0FVWMdCJBUOAz0vbH15nffiBC0pDfqUlE3AANOR1QjJSWPPOw7iX3aS+xUkeF0CGM9ZLTdHafpSXPLFsVawq4SOyclEGOhmd+Of0QxwHhCjMkZde2IuUmSCiKGUlLTixJhPAYDUlXU44CIt1kmiOFx1rpw0Eo9OEKTtXfGwkKpJwEvp4MkBrJeS8T//O6sRpcugnlUawIx7OHBjGDOnJWCuxTQbBiE00QFlT/FeIREggrXV1Wgj0feZG0zit2tXJ1Wy3X6nkdRXAAjsAJsMEFqIEb0ABNgMEjeAav4M14Ml6Md+NjNlow8p198AfG5w96nZkS</latexit>

Branching fraction prediction in the SM: 

 

Beneke et al. JH
EP10(2019)232

Theoretically clean observable 

https://arxiv.org/ct?url=https%3A%2F%2Fdx.doi.org%2F10.1103%2FPhysRevLett.112.101801&v=fcf21342
https://doi.org/10.1007/JHEP04(2020)188


This was in 2010 roughly 



The “Now” is actually from a few years ago but the point remain 
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Lepton Flavour 
 Universality 



From the PDG or equivalent : 
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This was one was not a piece of cake ! 

Very large branching fraction with respect to b →sll,  
but neutrinos in the final states and a bazillion hadronic backgrounds to model.



The delicate art of Amplitude Analyses 
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Beyond mesons and baryons
About 50 years after the predictions from Gell-Mann and Zweig 
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Many discoveries 

Good old Wikipedia ! 

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2814506/files/2206.15233.pdf



Systematics 
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• Systematics are hard 
because there is no a 
standard way of computing 
them.  

• It’s something we learn by 
doing.  

• Really recommend many 
analyses notes. 

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1219682/

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1219695/



Questionnaire de Proust
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It will take a bit of time and effort

Run 1/2 “final” analyses Run 3 “first” analyses 

But we will get there ! 
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Sources of headaches or joy ? 
These are “classic” things that you will  

encounter during your PhD and beyond. 

Depending on your topic  
some of the steps will take you a week or a year 

None of it is linear and what is difficult is 
 that it’s hard to predict  

sometimes how long something will take

“If w had all the answers in advance  
it would not be research” 
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You m
ight also a hardw

are/softw
are project in parallel !



How we are organised ? 
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Statistically who will you interact with first ? 
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Conveners of groups and subgroups, liaisons are a very good first point of contact 

but not exclusively 

sometimes postdocs 



Presenting at Physics Working Groups

Yes it can be very scary !  
But it’s a great exercise and the more you do it the better you will become at it. 



Review organisation
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Here we become fairly active 

You may hear about us also if there are “problems” with the analysis 



Review organisation
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Here we become fairly active 

You may hear about us also if there are “problems” with the analysis 



Good practices
• Browsing randomly indicos of other WGs.  

• Check the WG selected topics at the TM.  

• Keep an eye on arXiv.  

• Check the TH and EXP summery talks at conferences and workshops  

• Check the review articles.  

• Check other submitted PhDs manuscripts.  
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And please please please
• Log your work, it does not matter if you use 

notebooks,  software,  whatever.  

• Keep track of everything you do, we forget 
details, we forget obvious things. We always 
think that we will remember.  

• The amount of information to store only 
increases, so help your future you and write 
down things. 
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That’s it ! 

• I wish you all the best ! 

• I will not lie, it’s not easy to do a PhD at LHCb 

• But ! You are in a very special place and this is 
a unique moment in the History of LHCb  

• Three years will fly at the speed of light 

• Make the most of it


